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SystemsBulk Merchandising 18” Stacking Bins 
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(3) Bottom Sides

A

(6) Upper Sides
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(3) Bin Floors

C

(4) sku tag holder

D

Graphic wrap kit
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*Before beginning assembly, please locate and ID all parts listed for assembly 

Parts Included Optional

 

Start with the (3) bent tube 
sides (shown). Insert the (2) 
hook wire ends into the (2) 
corresponding sleeves on the 
adjacent side. *Repeat this 
step to form the third side of 
the bin. *Press together to be 
sure the connection is secure. 

Next, repeat the side 
assembly using the sides 
with the swedged tubing 
(as shown below). Press the 
sides together to engage 
firmly.  *Be sure to assemble 
the sides with the plastic caps 
as a set (together they form 
the top tier of the display). 

2 3
Insert the round wire bin 
bottom into the assembled 
bin, pushing it down until it 
rests on the (3) loop wires. 

Bottom Tier
(plastic caps)

swedged ends
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Completed assembly shown

 

Locate the SKU tags 
where desired. Fold 
clip around the top 
bin wire and snap it 
closed. Insert the 
SKU labels into 
track features to 
complete the 
installation 

Place the bottom tier on 
the floor, then insert the 
swedged ends of the 
next tier into the tops of 
the tubes. Press the tier 
down to firmly engage it 
onto the tier below. 
Depress the snap 
buttons to secure each 
tier in position Repeat 
this step for the top tier 
as well. *The tier with the 
plastic caps in the ends 
will be the top

Be sure all tiers are 
level and the snap 
buttons are firmly 
engaged before 
completing this step

6

NOTE: To watch a video of this installation, 
please visit the following web link: 
https://youtu.be/BhPWUujHYCI 

If you have any questions or concearns with this display, please call 
1-877-518-5156 and referance  ROS-151 

Optional Graphic Wrap Kit

Channels snap 
onto end wires, 
graphics flex 
into channels to 
secure in place 

Graphic channels 

.024” thk flex graphic

PLASTIC CAPS
IN TOP OF TUBES

SNAP
BUTTONS

PLASTIC CAPS
IN BOTTOM OF TUBES

Insert the wire bin bottom 
into the assembled tiers 
pressing down until it 
rests on the (3) loop wires. 
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SystemsBulk Merchandising 12” Stacking Bins 

(3) Bottom Sides

A

(6) Upper Sides

B

(3) Bin Floors

C

(4) sku tag holder

D

Graphic wrap kit

D

P1

*Before You begin assembly, please locate and ID all parts listed for assembly 

Parts Included Optional

Insert the round wire bin 
bottom into the assembled 
bin, pushing it down until it 
rests on the (3) loop wires. 

2 3Start with the (3) bent tube 
sides (shown). Insert the (2) 
hook wire ends into the (2) 
corresponding sleeves on the 
adjacent side. *Repeat this 
step to form the third side of 
the bin. *Press together to be 
sure the connection is secure. 

Next, repeat the side 
assembly using the sides 
with the swedged tubing 
(as shown below). Press the 
sides together to engage 
firmly.  *Be sure to assemble 
the sides with the plastic caps 
as a set (together they form 
the top tier of the display). 

Bottom Tier
(bent tubes)

swedged ends
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Completed assembly shown

 

Insert the wire bin bottom 
into the assembled tiers 
pressing down until it 
rests on the (3) loop wires. 

Locate the SKU tags 
where desired. Fold 
clip around the top 
bin wire and snap it 
closed. Insert the 
SKU labels into 
track features to 
complete the 
installation 

Place the bottom tier 
on the floor, then 
insert the swedged 
ends of the next tier 
into the tops of the 
tubes. Press the tier 
down to firmly 
engage it onto the tier 
below. Repeat this 
step for the top tier as 
well. *The tier with the 
plastic caps in the ends 
will be the top

Be sure all tiers are 
level and firmly 
engaged before 
completing this step

PLASTIC CAPS
IN TOP OF TUBES
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NOTE: To watch a video of this installation, 
please visit the following web link: 
https://youtu.be/BhPWUujHYCI 

If you have any questions or concearns with this display, please call 
1-877-518-5156 and referance  ROS-152 

Optional Graphic Wrap Kit

Channels snap 
onto end wires, 
graphics flex 
into channels to 
secure in place 

Graphic channels 

.024” thk flex graphic
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